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Abstra t

By the progress of te hnology, following to advan ements on dire ted
energy systems and magneti resonan e, over an introdu tory resear h
on potentials of appli ation of harged parti le beam on the brain of the
humans whi h an lead to a painless onse utive death, we shall investigate for the possibility of prevention of the extreme pain that a volunteer
patient may highly suer of, before the death as a state for relieving the
pain itself. Exposure of harged parti le beam on the brain of the humans, potentially, leads to a painless death. The basal ganglia, S1 and
BA3, S2, BA46, BA10, BA9, BA5, the prete tal area, the hippo ampus
(and the other parts of the limbi system), and the thalamus are the most
important lo ations in the human's brain, and targeting them destroys
the home of our personality and the ontrol/attention enter of the brain,
over NDE (near-death experien e) it leads to nishing the life pro ess of
a patient who is suering intolerable pain, but the patient won't sense the
pain ever. In on lusion, distin t parts of the erebrum and the thalamus
are a tive lo ations of self-personality and attention. In elder patients of
extreme pain who suer of untreatable illnesses, it may get onsidered voluntary as a nal de ision by the vi tim and the vi tim's relatives. Thus,
this experiment has several potentials for appli ation; more resear h must
be ondu ted with regard to in-depth understanding of these neural networks.
Ba kground: Some kind of untreatable illnesses may ause severe pain until
the death of the patient when we onsider the death as a relieving point of pain.
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By the progress of te hnology, following to advan ements on dire ted energy
systems and magneti resonan e, over an introdu tory resear h on potentials
of appli ation of harged parti le beam on the brain of the humans whi h an
lead to a painless onse utive death, we shall investigate for the possibility of
prevention of the extreme pain that a volunteer patient may highly suer of,
before the death as a state for relieving the pain itself.
Sin e modern fMRI shows us the basal ganglia, prete tal area[1℄[2℄, the thalamus, the human primary somatosensory ortex (S1,
BA3), and se ondary somatosensory ortex (S2), anterior part of the frontal
lobe, BA46, BA10, BA9, and the superior part of the parietal lobe, BA5, and
the hippo ampus (and the other parts of the limbi system) are to be onsidered
as the vital parts of understanding, attention, emotion, our self-personality, and
integrating and pro essing sensory information,[3℄[4℄[5℄ targeting them destroys
the home of our personality and the ontrol/attention enter of the brain, over
NDE (near-death experien e) it leads to nishing the life pro ess. The thalamus (of the interbrain) plays an important role towards our environmental
understandings (i.e. relaying sensory and motor signals to the erebral ortex,
and the regulation of ons iousness, sleep, and alertness), but the thalamus and
the fornix and the erebellum are not well-understood for the publi se tors of
our nation yet, s ientists need to do more fundamental resear hes to get realized if there are some parts highly responsible to our understandings of our
environment, attentions, and ontemplations, but meanwhile thalami strokes
(leads damage to the thalamus) ausing severe and hroni pain that is not
proportional to an environmental stimulus, alled dysaesthesia or allodynia, it's
not impossible that targeting the thalami stru ture, and also the fornix itself
and/or the erebrum's fornix inferior neural ber networks, probably makes
pain (or a bad sense) on the patient. NDE subje ts have in reased a tivity in
the left temporal lobe. Stimulation of the temporal lobe is known to indu e
hallu inations, out-of-body experien es and memory ashba ks.[6℄[7℄ Following
to the te hnologi al developments in the last entury that the future generation would re all as s ienti a hievements of 1964 to 1975, towards ontrolling
the psy he,[8℄ advan ements about dire ted energy, and also due to ELF ommuni ation advan ements, now some resear hes for a better understanding of
rea tions of spe i systems of the brain during NDE an get started. Both
laser beam and ele tromagneti radiations are useful during the pro ess. Experts will make very small sli es on the proper lo ations, utting a big area of
the brain is not endorsed. Long-term usage of spe i forms of radio waves an
kill some spe i tissues slowly. The patient would be kept under monitoring
and supervision. After the pro ess, if there was any heart pulse observable, an
Indu ed Cardia Arrest is ne essary. The ir ulation of the blood inside the
brain itself, transfers a great amount of oxygen and glu ose into the brain, and
keeps feeding its ells. It auses a higher amount of a tivities inside the brain.
In fa t in rement in brain a tivities auses an in reased attention of the human
to the environment. When the blood ir ulation stops, slowly the vegetarian
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state of the life of the nervous system and the spinal ord will get interrupted.
During the pro ess of the ne rosis yet the spinal ord transmits several signals to
the brainstem, and the thalamo orti al (TC) bers (thalamo orti al radiations,
the bers of the inferior olli ulus), nevertheless targeting the brainstem, and
even the inferior olli ulus, themselves, may ause extreme pain on the patient.
So, more resear h must ome in appli ation for in-depth understanding of these
neural networks, but helping volunteer peoples to never suer of pain, during
the whole life y le, would be possible.
Currently most methods may only ome in appli ation in governmental labs. After lini al experiment on mammalians who are suering extreme pain (be ause an untreatable illness), as a wireless deep-brain narrator
( omputer), ontinuously, is de iphering us the internal feelings of the animal,
then as the se ond stage the experiment an get done on human volunteers.
The pro ess would begin on a generally anaesthetized volunteer patient, but
meanwhile over a high-te h de iphering pro ess we ontinuously would keep
observing the internal imaginations/dreams of the patient. Targeting (destru tion/divesting/ utting) the desirable part (of the brain) must get done over a
small fra tion of a se ond that a laser beam, et ., would get used over the proess. About the entire parts of the body, ex ept of the brain itself, for natural
properties of neurotransmitters in the human's nervous system, there would be
a very small laten y observable from the instantaneous moment of trauma until
the pain gets deliver to the dien ephalon to be ome sensible/understandable for
a human. For example when someone a identally drops down from a height
and the one breaks his own bones, following to a sho k, instantaneously, just
when the a ident/trauma is happened this laten y in a fra tion of time is observable. Inside the skull, the meninges have pain re eptors, and it's responding
to noxious stimuli. However, the nervous stru ture of the brain is dierent,
there are no pain re eptors in erebral ortex, and also the white matter, inside
our brain; but meanwhile some rea tions may be observable between two intera tive parts of the brain for interpretation of bad feelings/pain signals. The
destru tion pro ess of the intera tive areas, subsequently, would get done over
a small fra tion of time.
Methods:

Results: Exposure of harged parti le beam on the brain of the humans, potentially, leads to a painless death. Sin e it's a new foundation, more resear hes
for the extremely short term ee ts of mi rowaves/parti le beams on the brain
must get done. The basal ganglia, primary somatosensory ortex (S1, BA3),
and se ondary somatosensory ortex (S2), the prete tal area, anterior part of
the frontal lobe, BA46, BA10, BA9, and the superior part of the parietal lobe,
BA5, the hippo ampus (and the other parts of the limbi system), and the thalamus are the most important lo ations in the human's brain, and targeting
them destroys the home of our personality and the ontrol/attention enter of
the brain, over NDE (near-death experien e) it leads to nishing the life pro ess
of a patient who is suering intolerable pain.
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Distin t parts of the erebrum and the thalamus are a tive
lo ations of self-personality and attention. In elder patients of extreme pain
who suer of untreatable illnesses, it may get onsidered voluntary as a nal
de ision by the vi tim and the vi tim's relatives. Thus, this experiment has
several potentials for appli ation; more resear h must be ondu ted with regard
to in-depth understanding of these neural networks.
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